Correction of the second exam scientific streams
Part One: Reading and Interpreting
A/- Comprehension: ( 8pts )
1- True or False: ( 1.5 pts )
a- false
b- true
c- true
2- Answer the questions: ( 2pts )
a- Yes. The street, the home, the office, the school, the stadium.
b- They are the slaves of fashion, new products and consumer goods and can not live without
them.
3- Reference words: ( 2pts )
a- the first: the poor
b- the latter: working class family
c- their: the poor
d- they: working class family
4- It is mentioned in paragraph ( 1 )
5- The text is: expository
6- The title: the negatives/ drawbacks/ disadvantages of publicity
B/- Text Exploration: ( 7pts )
1- Matching words with definitions: ( 1pt )
1- overweight: c- to be heavy and fat
2- healthy: d- having good health and not likely to become ill
3- overeat: b- to eat more than you need
4- calories: a- unit for measuring the energy of food
2- Rewrite the sentences to express the given functions: ( 2pts )
a- The Algerian government may impose an eco-tax on polluting industries next year.
(possibility )
b- Food safety will certainly be/ is one of major problems in the next decade. ( certainty )
3- Complete the table: ( 1.5 )
verb
noun
adjective
To produce
productive
production
advertisment
advertised
To advertise
To economize
Economic/economical
economy
4- Stress mark: ( 1.5pts )
Pub'licity
Ex'port ( v )
'Export ( n )
Eco'nomic
pro'duction
Temp'tation
5- Fill in the blanks: ( 1pt )
a- garlic
b- making
c- it
d- proud
Part Two: Written Expression ( 5pts )
Topic 1: 3 pts….content
2pts……….form
Topic 2: 2pts…organization of ideas/tenses
3pts ….form / spelling mistakes
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